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Update
PRODUCT TYPE: 

COLOURS: 

SIZES:

FINISHES/USAGE: 

AESTHETIC QUALITIES: 

TECHINICAL INFO: 

ORIGIN:

VARIATION: 

Hand made mixture of clays with gloss 
finish

White and Black

180x260mm
Non-rectified edges

Wall only

Decorative with gloss embossing

Handcrafted material, therefore 
variations in colours, tone and size 
are to be considered intrinsic qualities 
instead of defects. 

We suggest laying pieces without any 
spacers. Laying suggestion on the last 
page. 

More technical data on the last page. 

Italy

A classic shape, UPDATE has endless possibilties as a wall tile, allowing you to create mono 

layouts depending on the design you want to configure.
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS 

FORMATS

SIZES

180X260mm

FINISHES

GLOSS EMBOSSED

TILE EDGE

NON-RECTIFIED                    

Update

BLACK WHITE

180x260mm
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test methodtechnical characteristics value

water absorption iso 10545-3  0,5%

frost resistance iso 10545-12 resistant

bending strength iso 10545-4  45 N/mm2

resistace to deep abrasion iso 10545-7 PEI III

thermal shock resistance iso 10545-9 resistant

chemical resistance iso 10545-13 comforable

stain resistance iso 10545-14 class V

Update
LAYING SUGGESTION

Update is a hand made gres porcelain tile, therefore it is 

suggested to lay pieces by following their natural form 

without the use of spacers to create an organic finish. It is 

recommended to load the adhesive not only on the floor but 

also on the rear of the tile to compensate for the different 

thicknesses. Finally remove all residual grout (which is still wet) 

with a sponge. 


